Nozer-Buchia
Business Coach - Life Coach
Topics Covered
Business
Entrepreneurship
Communication
Motivation
Leadership

Personal Development
Consulting / Coaching
Sales, Marketing, Branding
Team Building
Growth

… and other customized topics as requested

Nozer Buchia, who is affectionately referred to as “Mr. Motivator”, is
an internationally acclaimed motivational, inspirational & keynote
speaker and entertainer of repute.
Author of the book WHY ENTREPRENEURS REALLY FAIL, Nozer is
known as a speakers-speaker due to his inimitable style of humor and
delivery, and his practical approach to any situation. His straight-fromthe-heart, high energy and passionate message has motivated
audiences worldwide, and has enabled them get out of their comfort
zone and get into greatness.
With his ability to infuse humor into his presentations, Nozer’s training
sessions, seminars and talks are not only informative and educational
but also extremely entertaining.
Nozer mentors corporations, executives and individuals to perform at
their best, and guides them to victory by enabling them to realize their
full potential.
A leader at heart, Nozer is a story teller and a great one at that too. He
customizes his presentation to the culture and needs of the
organization, for he understands his audience before taking the stage.
Nozer will leave with you with a memorable experience, for his
message is delivered with infectious humor, great passion and
complete conviction, as he has lived what he talks about.

Most Requested Topics
Leadership, Strategy and Management
Leadership is often confused with Management. Leadership is about growing more leaders. Leadership is
creating a culture that will be willing embraced. It is about connecting with people and influencing a
change in their thoughts and in their results. Leaders are inspirers of change and are willing to lead by
example. There is no short-cut to becoming a leader. Leaders are elected… Managers are appointed!





Compelling Leadership v/s Power-Based Management
Creating a vibrant, high performing culture for success
Connecting v/s Controlling – What is your Strategy
Inspiring change in others – a transformation

Motivational and Keynote presentations on customized topics
With 34 years as an organization builder and turn-around specialist, Nozer uses FAILURE as a tool, to
prove that success is always within one’s reach. He accomplishes this with real life experiences and
humorous examples, as he mesmerizes people with proven concepts and convinces them to NEVER
GIVE UP!





You can achieve anything in life if you BELIEVE in yourself
FAILURE – a condiment that gives SUCCESS its flavor
It is all about how hard a hit you can take
Get out of your comfort zone and get into greatness

Team Building, Personal Development and Self Discovery
You never lead a project… you always lead people within the project and they in turn manage the project
for you. Team building is greatly dependent upon the personal development of the members within the
team. Functionally-cohesive teams have been known to produce outstanding results. Just like having a
shower each morning… Team Building, Personal Development and Self Discovery must be a part of our
daily routine. Team building is an art not simply a science!





Do you even know your team - Team Building Strategy
Does your team even believe in you - Team Effectiveness
How to identify, control, connect & communicate with your potential - Building the real YOU
FIVE proven ways of discovering your niche - Do you have an image

Are you TALKING or are you COMMUNICATING!
Communication is not simply verbal. It encompasses the art of listening and the correct use of body
language as well. Teams work successfully if they communicate effectively. The success of a business or
a personal relationship is very dependent on the level of effective communication. Learn to connect with
people… through valuable communication.





Listen your way up the ladder
Power through Communication - music to the deaf; vision to the blind
HOW you say WHAT you say really matters (including your body language)
REMOVE your Fear of communication - learn to communicate effectively

